Zebrafish cell clocks feel the heat and see the light!
The zebrafish has rapidly become established as one of the most valuable vertebrate models for studying circadian clock function. A major initial attraction was its utility in large-scale genetic screens. It subsequently emerged that most zebrafish cells possess circadian clocks that can be entrained directly by exposure to temperature or light dark cycles, a property shared by several zebrafish cell lines. This is not the case for mammals, where the retina is the primary source of light input to the clock. Furthermore, mammalian cell culture clocks can only be entrained by acute culture treatments such as serum shocks. Thus, the zebrafish is proving invaluable to study light and temperature input to the vertebrate clock. In addition, the accessibility of its early developmental stages has placed the zebrafish at the forefront of studies aimed at understanding how the circadian clock is established during embryogenesis.